Introduction
The main purpose of any ontology is to enable communication between computer systems in a way that is independent of the individual system technologies, information architectures and application domain. The key ingredients that make up ontology are a vocabulary of basic terms and a precise specification of what those terms mean.
The term 'ontology' has been used in this way for a number of years by the artificial intelligence and knowledge representation community, but is now becoming part of the standard terminology of a much wider community including object modeling and XML. In this context we would like to make note of two important characteristics of ontologies. o Ontology is more than an agreed vocabulary:
Ontology provides a set of well-founded constructs that can be leveraged to build meaningful higher level knowledge. The terms in ontology are selected with great care, ensuring that the most basic (abstract) foundational concepts and distinctions are defined and specified. The terms chosen form a complete set, whose relationship one to another is defined using formal techniques. It is these formally defined relationships that provide the semantic basis for the terminology chosen. o Ontology is more than a taxonomy or classification of terms : Although taxonomy contributes to the semantics of a term in a vocabulary, ontologies include richer relationships between terms. It is these rich relationships that enable the expression of domain-specific knowledge, without the need to include domain-specific terms.
The content management systems and knowledge management systems make use of ontologies at several functional points that include: document categorization, indexing, document (parts or entire document) retrieval, user query expansion, query matching, and result verification. Since rich media documents are also becoming pervasive and important (perhaps more important than the textual documents) there is an emphasis on extending the ontologies work for multimedia documents as well. For this purpose, we need to build ontologies that support rich media document processing.
There are two ways of building multimedia ontologies. One way is to build a multimedia ontology simultaneously for all media. That is, for each concept, what ever the media concepts applicable are encoded into the nodes of the ontology simultaneously (essentially it amounts to building the ontology in one cycle). Alternatively, the ontology for different media can be done separately and where there is a cross reference they can be linked at those nodes.
Ontologies can be used to provide semantic annotations for collections of images, audio, or other nontextual objects. These annotations can support both indexing and search. Since different people can describe these non-textual objects in different ways, it is important that the search facilities go beyond simple keyword matching. Ideally, the ontologies would capture additional knowledge about the domain that can be used to improve retrieval of images.
There are some significant efforts in building ontologies and ontology systems like CYC [1, 2, 3] and IEEE SUMO [4, 5] . The Upper CYC project captures 3000 most significant concepts of common knowledge and creates ontology. The SUMO (Suggested Upper Merged Ontology) project at IEEE Standard Upper Ontology Working Group addresses the problem of capturing high level, meta, philosophic and general kind of concepts and present them more detail. Some domain specific ontologies are als o built using these formalisms. From these previous efforts, we know that building large scale ontologies pose a new set of problems especially in an environment where ontologies are viewed as "live repositories" rather than frozen resources [6] . For examp le, any large scale ontology design teams will have to consider the following major issues: adding a new domain in the existing ontology network, changing the knowledge format, performance issues and guaranteed quality of service, scalability and ease of making any modifications.
We have undertaken the task of developing infrastructure for building ontologies in the context of developing information extraction engines for Content and Knowledge Management Systems. We call this frame work as UTON, Unified Taxonomy and Ontology Network. Section 2 describes the general purpose resources and methodologies we use in building ontologies for specific domains and section 3 gives the process we have adopted in building such ontologies and section 4 describes the architecture of UTON.
Ontology Building Resources
We have taken an engineering approach to build ontologies and to provide access to them by making use of existing resources and methodologies rather than creating a new methodology. We make use of the research and development that has been very influential in the areas of ontology, content management, search and information retrieval. We specifically made use of Princeton University's WordNet project, Open Directory Project called Directory Mozilla (a.k.a. DMOZ), and the formalism known as "Topic Maps". In this section we briefly describe each of these.
WordNet
Christiana Fellbaum [7] , a member of Princeton team that realized WordNet, describes it as [ ] a semantic dictionary that was designed as a network, partly because representing words and concepts as an interrelated system seems to be consistent with evidence for the way speakers organize their mental lexicons.
In this subsection, we describe how WordNet works (liberally borrowing the information from its website and [7] ) and in a later section we apply the functionality of the WordNet into our schema for building large scale ontologies. WordNet stores the semantic relationships between the words that include: synonymy (words with same or almost similar meanings), Antonymy (words that are opposite in meaning), Hyponymy (words that have subset/superset or is -a relation between them), and Meronymy (words that have part-of relation between them) between its synsets. These are referred in the WordNet literature as "Relational Pointers".
For each syntactic category, two files represent the WordNet database -index.pos and data.pos, where pos is either a noun, verb, adjective or adverb (the actual file names may be different on different platforms). The index and data files are interrelated. Part of each entry in an index file is a list of one or more byte offsets, each indicating the starting address of a synset in a data file. The first step to the retrieval of synsets or other information is typically a search for a word form in one or more index files to obtain all data file addresses of the synsets containing the word form.
The following descriptions of the Index and Data files are intended to provide basic understanding of the structure, syntax, and organization of the database. More detailed descriptions can be found in the manual page wndb(5) included in the ''WordNet Reference Manual''.
Index files: Word forms in an index file are in lower case regardless of how they were entered in the lexicographers' files. The files are sorted according to the ASCII character set collating sequence and can be searched quickly with a binary search. Each data line contains the following information: the sense count from the on-line dictionary; a list of the relational pointer types used in all synsets containing the word (this is used by the retrieval software to indicate to a user which searches are applicable); a list of indices which are byte offsets into the corresponding data file, one for each occurrence of the word form in a synset. Each data line is terminated with an end-of-line character.
Data files: A data file contains information corresponding to the synsets that were defined in the lexicographers' files with pointers resolved to byte offsets in data.pos files. Each data file begins with several lines containing a copyright notice, version number and license agreement. This is followed by a list of the names of all the input files that were specified to the lexical data processing program (called Grinder), in the order that they were given on the command line, followed by the data lines. Each line of data contains an encoding of the information entered by the lexicographer for a synset, as well as additional information provided by the Grinder which is useful to the retrieval software and other programs. Each data line is terminated with an end-of-line character.
Retrieving WordNet data
The first step is to retrieve the index entry located in the appropriate index file. This will contain a list of addresses of the synsets in the data file in which the word appears. Then each of the synsets in the data file is searched for the requested information, which is retrieved and formatted for output. Searching is complicated by the fact that each synset containing the search word also contains pointers to other synsets in the data file that may need to be retrieved and displayed, depending on the search type. For example, each synset in the hypernymic pathway points to the next synset in the hierarchy. If a user requests a recursive search on hypernyms a recursive retrieval process is repeated until a synset is encountered that contains no further pointers.
The user interfaces to WordNet and other software tools rely upon a library of functions that interface to the database files. A fairly comprehensive set of functions is provided: they perform searches and retrievals, morphology, and various other utility functions. The user interface software depends upon the more complex functions to perform the actual data retrieval and formatting of the search results for display to the user. Low-level functions provide basic access to the lexical data in the index and data files, while shielding the programmer from the details of opening files, reading files, and parsing a line of data. These functions return the requested information in a data structure that can be interpreted and used as required by the application. Utility functions allow simple manipulations of the search strings.
The basic searching function, findtheinfo(), receives as its input arguments a word form, syntactic category, and search type; findtheinfo() calls a low-level function to find the corresponding entry in the index file, and for each sense calls the appropriate function to trace the pointer corresponding to the search type. Most traces are done with the function traceptrs(), but specialized functions exist for search types which do not conform to the standard hierarchical search. As a synset is retrieved from the database, it is formatted as required by the search type into a large output buffer. The resulting buffer, containing all of the formatted synsets for all of the senses of the search word, is returned to the caller. The calling function simply has to print the buffer returned from findtheinfo(). This general search and retrieval algorithm is used in several different ways to implement the user interfaces to WordNet.
The searching function does not perform morphological operations; therefore calls to findtheinfo() are made from within a loop that calls morphstr() to translate the search string into one or more base forms before calling the searching function.
There are several interfaces that are implemented using these search functions on several platforms including the ones on X-Windows and several UNIX platforms and Microsoft Windows.
Topic maps
The purpose of a topic map is to convey knowledge about resources through a superimposed layer, or map, of the resources. A topic map captures the subjects of which resources speak, and the relationships between resources, in a way that is implementation-independent [9].
Topic maps consist of the following: 1. a set of topics, each of which serves as an electronic surrogate for (reifies) some subject, and each of which may have one or more names 2. links from topics to information resources that are considered to be occurrences of the subjects those topics reify, (e.g. discussed-in, mentionedin, depicted-in) 3. associations between topics, (e.g. example-of, wrote/written-by, lived-in) Topic maps have become an important formalism in content management area because they provide a mechanism that clearly separates the content from the content index making both independent of each othercontent only become set of instances of content index or what are referred to as topics. Topic maps is a top down approach where all the semantics are being applied at the indexing level rather than at the content level (unlike W3C's semantic web project, which follows bottom-up approach by emphasizing on inserting semantic features at the content level [10] ). There are efforts to come up with XML Topic Maps (XTP) formalism and this has been applied to capture the Upper CYC ontology [11] .
The Open Directory Project
The Open Directory Project (ODP) also known as DMOZ , an acronym for Directory Mozilla, is the most comprehensive human edited directory of the Web, compiled by a vast global community of volunteer editors [12] .
The ODP powers core directory services for some the most popular portals and search engines on the Web. The ODP is a Web directory, not a search engine, simply a data provider. ODP data users, such as AOL, Netscape and Google, install their own search functionality on their site. The Open Directory provides its data for download in the Resources Description Framework (RDF), an XML format. It is free and publicly available.
Once RDF is downloaded, we have to either use our own script to parse the data or make use of readily available tools/utilities ([12] gives some such utilities).
DMOZ structure is defined in terms of RDF tags, which are of four major types:
o Structure tags that define the DMOZ structure o Content tags that define the actual content as leaf nodes o Redirect tags that define the cross references of the concepts and o Terms representing the actual strings used that are language specific. Unlike WordNet, DMOZ does not provide its own interfaces for retrieving data from its structure. Hence the structure and the content of DMOZ need to be captured in a database in order to make use of this resource by other applications. We have developed a database schema to capture the structure.
Solution outline
In this section we discuss, at a problem solving level, how we make use of DMOZ, WordNet and topic maps to arrive at a solution for building ontologies and how we can store and retrieve information to and from those ontologies. DMOZ and WordNet are resources that provides concepts (or topics, we may call) and words that are arranged in a structural fashion. Several experts have contributed to their development and hence a lot of human intelligence and judgment went into their creation. Topic maps give us a much more powerful formalism in which we can represent a rich set of relationships among concepts.
We had two design choices here. One is to re-represent the DMOZ and WordNet data that is related to the domain(s) we are interested in Topic maps formalism. The other is to stick to original representations of DMOZ and WordNet and perhaps enrich DMOZ structure by borrowing concepts from topic maps. We have taken the second approach where we modify the DMOZ structure by borrowing relevant concepts from Topic Maps.
In this section, we discuss two issues: one is how to build ontology or taxonomy (or a network of taxonomies and ontologies depending on the need of an application) for a specific domain and the other is how to retrieve data from it.
Building ontology for a specific domain
We divide the process of building ontology into two phases: In phase one, we create an initial ontology from the resources and in phase two we run the corpus through the ontology to fill in the gaps.
Phase I:
o Given sub-tree(s) of DMOZ structure, those belonging to the specific domain for which we would like to build ontology, we create a new hierarchy -this can be called as Sub-DMOZ. o From DMOZ structure, get the terms used to describe the terminal nodes of the structure. o Run these terms through the WordNet using the library functions to get the synsets and other relational pointers and store them in a subWordNet, adding to the structure of the sub-DMOZ.
At the end of phase I, we have an initial ontology whose structure is based on DMOZ and is enriched by the synsets obtained from the sub-WordNet. The relational pointers of the WordNet also add more semantic relations and hence expand the initial DMOZ structure.
Phase II:
In phase II, we take the help of the domain specific corpus to find out all the concepts that are missing from the initial ontology. This phase is semiautomated as the human assistance is essential in judging the validity, appropriateness and place of a concept with in the structure of the ontology. The steps followed in phase II are: o Collect the sub domain's raw documents (tagged corpus, if available will be of great help) o Preprocess documents to obtain the content words and phrases using tools such as tokenizer, morphological analyzer, noun phrase extractor, acronym extractor. o Run them through the taxonomy to find out how many of them still not covered. o Provide an interface that will serve as a workbench for domain experts to check how many of these new words make sense and to add/delete/modify the concepts. o Process these selected words through WordNet once more to obtain their synsets and also check how many of these words are DMOZ terms from other branches. o If the application required rich media ontology support then the required nodes within the ontology should be populated with the respective rich media based concepts.
Phase II process described above is a continuous cycle that is repeated until we have a usable, high quality, domain expert verified and certified ontology. Once this ontology is approved, it becomes a part of our network of ontologies and taxonomies. Each ontology is packaged with a wrapper of interfaces and can be accessed in UTON (whose architecture is described in the next section) framework. Ontology thus developed becomes a resource that can be plugged in using the UTON framework.
Retrieving data from the ontology
The main purpose for which we use ontology network is for indexing and categorizing documents very efficiently and effectively so that when the user issues a query he or she should be helped with the right set of documents in a shortest possible time by the content management system. In indexing and categorizing the documents, the concepts and relations among them are being retrieved from ontologies as described in the following steps:
1. The document to be categorized and indexed is pre-processed: this step includes, separating and analyzing the structure and content of the document 2. For textual content, run the non-functional words through the WordNet to obtain their synsets (this way we are getting all the words that are equivalent of the surface form that is appearing within the document) 3. Check if any of these words match any terms within the sub-DMOZ structure. Such words are periodically collected and verified and processed and possibly added as new concepts within the ontology by the domain expert. After indexing and categorizing, the documents are now part of the repository, which are ready to be queried on. All these documents can be re-indexing and recategorized using a different ontology for a different purpose by the application, if required. As we mentioned before, we support several ontologies existing at the same time covering different domains or sub domains. We also provide interfaces to access the information about the ontologies themselves, the concepts that are part of the ontologies, relationships among these concepts and finally the instances of these concepts. The DMOZ and WordNet structures are hidden from the user.
Architecture and design of the ontology network
Our ontology network is an independent system that stores the multi media concepts, relations among these concepts, cross linkages, language dependencies in its repository and provides interfaces to storage and retrieval functionality and the administrative functionality (including user and version management). The knowledge and semantic information is stored within the network in the form of a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph). The storage and retrieval interfaces provided by ontology network are being used by various media indexing and categorization components. Ontology developers, editors and administrators will have different interfaces. We call this ontology platform as UTON, an acronym for Unified Taxonomy and Ontology Network.
All these interfaces interact with higher level UTON objects such as Ontology, Concept, term and relation. If ontology consists of concepts belonging to more than one domain or sub domains, then another higher level object called context will come into play to help disambiguate concepts belonging to more than one domain. The following paragraphs describe each of these higher level objects:
Ontology: the ontology is the topmost entity, necessary because the intention of UTON is to contain a network of taxonomies and ontologies, likely to be contributed by different sources. Depending on the number of domains the ontology contains a set of contexts will form the ontology itself. As attributes, the ontology has a name (mandatory and unique), a contributor, an owner, a status ("under development", "finished" ...) and documentation (an arbitrary string in which the contributor or the owner can specify relevant information).
Context: a context is actually a grouping entity; it is used to group terms and relations in the ontology. Within a given ontology, every context should have a unique name. The context object comes into picture when there is a possible existence of ambiguous concepts (see below for the description of concept), terms and relations among them when a given ontology covers more than one domain or sub domain, which is typically the case.
Concept: a concept is an entity representing some "thing", the actual entity in the real world and can be thought as a node within the ontology structure. Every concept has a unique id. A concept also has a triple "source-key-value", which is the description for that concept. The "source" identifies the source from which the description originates, the "key" is a string which gives a hint to the user on how he should interpret the value, and finally the "value" is the description of the concept. One concept can have more than one sourcekey-value triple, and thus have its meaning described in different ways. As an example, let's consider WordNet. In WordNet synsets denote a set of terms (with their "senses") which are equivalent. Every term also has a glossary, which is an informal description of the meaning for that (particular sense of the) term. In this respect, from WordNet, we can extract two different descriptions for a concept, two different source-key-value triples, namely the glossary (Source: WordNet -Key: Glossary -Value: "<informal description denoted as a glossary in WordNet>") and the synset (Source: WordNet -Key: Glossary -Value: <enumeration of synonyms forming the synset>). As a different example, when a concept exists in various media (text, video, audio and image), a concept represented using source-key-value triple will give the appropriate media value, when retrieved using appropriate key.
Term: a term is an entity representing a lexical (textual) representation of a concept. Within one context, a term is unambiguous and, consequently, it can only be associated with one concept and of course, several different terms within one context can refer to the same concept, implicitly defining these terms as synonyms for this context. Terms in different context can also refer to the same concept, and in this way implicitly establish a connection between these two contexts. Relation: a relation is a grouping element; it can be interpreted as a set of triples consisting of a starting term (also called the "headword" of the relation), a role (relation name) and a second term (also called the "tail" of the relation).
As we can see in the figure 1, the general architecture components are:
o UTON Storage: the storage system is the place where the UTON data is stored -typically a RDBMS. o Storage API: Provides a unified access to the basic structures of UTON. The API should be accessible from any high level programming language. o Higher level UTON objects: UTON objects are expressed in a data description language format, or as objects in any high level programming language. They are retrieved and stored using the storage API. o Applications: applications can use the UTON by integrating the ontology objects returned from the storage API in their program code.
Summary and conclusions
We have described how we can use the general purpose and publicly available resources like WordNet, the open directory project to create application specific ontologies or taxonomies. Adding insights from formalisms like topic maps will help in making this process more powerful. We have also outlined the architecture and design of UTON, where multiple ontologies and taxonomies co-exist and can be accessed in a unified manner.
Our major focus is to build a network of large scale ontologies and taxonomies that are highly scalable and with high performance and guaranteed quality of service. These design principles motivated us going for the component architecture described in section 4. All the components can be distributed and can be running on a set of server forms to obtain the required scalability and performance.
UTON system is still under development. This paper describes only the architecture of UTON and a process of using general purpose resources in building large scale, domain specific ontologies and how to network them under one framework. Study of actual use of this system for specific applications and its performance issues will be part of continuing and future work However, There are several applications that can make use UTON and the engineering methodology we described in section 3. 
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